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RECENTLY PATENTED INVENTIONS. 
or Interest to Farmers. 

WHEAT·SHOCKER.-G. R. KELTNER, Cov· 
ington, Oklahoma Ter. This shocker is adapted 
for attachment to a harvesting·machine, taking 

T's, and other articles of sheet metal and like 
material. It is a division of the application 
for Letters Patent of the United States former· 
Iy filed by Mr. Allen. 

a long range of movement of the beam. It machine which are extremely simple and duro 
relates to devices-such, for instance, as shown able, adapt the salIlP for the simultaneous roo 
and described in former Letters Patent of the tation of one or more individuals, and enable 
United States. those mounted upon the machine to communi· 

CONDENSER F'OR TOBACCO·PIPES.-C. G. REGULATOR OR GOVERNOR.-J. W. cate rotary motion thereto by hand and foot 
the place of tbe bundle·carrier, and so located BUSCHOW, Westfield, N. Y. The object in t bis 
with reference to the harvester as to receive improvement is to produce a device wbereby 
bundles from tbe binding table. As it receives tbe injurious effects of nicotin will be materi· 
the bundles tbey are fed in standing position, ally lessened, if not entirely eliminated, and 

BOYLE, Unity Station, Pa. The invention reo power in a convenient manner, thus aff"rd· 
lates especially to means for regulating or ing amusement and healthful exercise to the 
governing the speed of movement of machinery. riders. 
It is useful in connection with all classes of 

butt downward, upon a platform and are also to produce a pipe provided witb improve. machinery, particularly for elevators, inclined 
packed in curved guard·arms and wberein tbe ments wbich can be kept in a sanitary condi· railways, oil or gas well machinery, vehicI-es, 
platform is slid from beneath tbe packed bun· tion, and one wbereby a cool and deligbtful and the like. Fluid of any sort may be em· 
dies, wbicb are received on borizontal fingers; smoke can be bad without the disagreeable played in connection with the apparatus. Oil 
which being automatically dropped tbe bundles burning and sweliing sensation so common is preferable; but an elastic fluid, such as air, 
slide to the ground and platform returns to with the use of ordinary pipes, and one in may be used, if desired. 
normal position to receive other bundles. which flavor of tobacco is not destroyed. CLUTCH.-N. E. SWANSON, York, Neb. This 

GRAIN·CONVEYER.-J. W. SCHAUER, Kalis· TWINE·HOLDER AND TAKE-UP.-F. W. invention has reference to a friction-clutch of 
pell, Mont. Mr. Schauer's invention has for COPCUTT, New York, N. Y. 'l'he aim of the in- that class in which a ring is expanded or con
its aim the provision of a simple and efficient venti on is to provide a twine holder and take- tracted against a shell or drum to fasten the 
grain-conveyer for use in connection with up which can be readily hung up in any de- two members together; and it consists in vari. 
threshing-machines, and especially in connection sired place, and is arranged to retract a cer- ous improvements in the construction and as
with those employing a band-cutter and feeder. tain amount of the twine after being released semblage of the device, among which may be 
A great saving of manual labOr is effected in by the operator to remove the end of the enumerated the arrangement of the shell with 
supplying bundles to the threshing-machine. twine from the ooullter. It relates to holders the band and its carrier and the device for 

DRAFT-EQUALIZER.-H. C. SCOTT, Ritz- I and take-ups such as sho,:"n and described in acting on the band to expand it. 
ville, Wash. The object of the invention is to

' Letters Patent of the UllIted States formerly STA VE-PRESS.-J. B. SCHOFIELD, Toma-
provide an equalizer arranged to distribute granted to Mr. Copcutt. hawk, Wis. In this case the improvement 
the load to be hauled equally to the animals RAIN-ALARM.-V. A. DEVER, Philadelphia, refers to a press for use in bundling staves 
in the team, to reduce the friction of the Pa. The invention relates to automatic alarm and for similar purposes. The principal objects 
working parts to a minimum and to provide devices; and the object of the invention is to are to provide means whereby top and bottom 
a comparatively short but very strong and dur- produce a device of this kind which is espe- clamps can be forced toward each other simul· 
able equalizer not liable to get out of order cially adapted to give an alarm if it should, taneously and at the same time preserve the 
nor cause entanglement to the animals when begin to rain. It is intended to be most useful curves of the staves and prevent flattening 
not in use. for the purpose of preventing damage to cur- them out. 

CORN-SNAPPER AND FEED-CUTTER.- ta.ins or f.urnit�re in the neighborhood of open MACHINE FOR COMPUTING INTEREST. 
F. 'I'. MARTIN, Winchester, Ky. In this in- wmdows m reSIdences or apartments. -C. A. MARBLE., Ottumwa, Iowa. The princi-
stance the invention has for its object the pro. ' --- pal feature is a series of rotatable members, 
vision of a machine adapted to take the stalks Hardware. each comprising, nine rollers, arranged par-
of corn as cut from the field with the fodder I GAGE -E H BATEMAN Baldur Canada. aile I around a common axis and each inscribed 
and ears st�1l connected to the stalks and to Special �ea�s a

'
re employed by thi� inventor on its periphery with numbers indicating dif

snap or teal off the ears from the stalks and both for supporting a knife for cutting laces ferent amounts of interest on given sum for a 
in the same operation cut the stalks and blades I or strips from a body of leather or other given time. They have a planetary motion
into short lengths for rough feed. material and for maintaining the knife or that is, each is rotatable on its own axis and 

blade in truly operative position during the bodily around the �ommon central axis. They 

or General Interest. 
cutting operations, special means being also are designated "multiple cylinders." Means for 
used for adjusting the blade or knife within rotating or adjusting, locking, and releasing 
the first-named special means as the cutting these members or cylinders as a whole and their 
edge thereof becomes worn down from use, said individual component rollers further embody 
second-named special means also serving to hold special features. 

Pertaining to Vehicles. 

BRAKE MECHANISM FOR VEHICLES.-
G. D. BUCHANAN, Saratoga, Wyo. The mechan
ism includes means for applying hrakes to front 
wheels of a vehicle in addition to brake mechan
ism employed with the hind wheels thereof, de
tachable supplementary operating mechanism 
being provided, adapting the invention to be 
used with or without the wagon-body. It 
may be applied to ordinary vehicles of the 
class ior which it is intended and adapted 
when thus attached to be connected with rear 
brake mechanism of the vehicle to be operated 
simultaneously therewith. 

NOTE.-Copies of any of these patents will 
be furnished by Munn & Co . for ten ceI;Its eacll.. 
Please state the name of the patentee, title of 
the Invention, and date of this paper_ 

Busln�ss ana Wants. 
READ 'fHIS COLUMN CAREFULLY.-You will 

find inquiries for certain classes of articles numbered 
in consecutive order. If you manufacture these goods 
write us at once and we will send. you the name and 
address of the party desiring the information. In 
every case it is necessary to give tbe 
number or the inquiry. 

MUNN &; CO. 

Marine Iron Works. Chicago. Catalogue free. 
Inquiry 1'\0. !oI089.-W.nted, manufacturers of 

rotary, gas, gasoline and oil engines and turbines. 
U U. S." Metal Polish. Indianapolis. Samples free. 
Jnquh'V No. 80!lO.-For manufacturers of ma

chinery that grinds leather scraps into a pulp; also 
manufacturers of leather door knobs. 

1 sell patents. To buy, or baving one to sell, write 
Cbas. A. Scott, 719 Mutual Life Building, Buffalo, N. Y. 

Inquiry No. 8091.-For manufacturers of small 
screws and nuts, such as used in scissors and shears. 

DUST-CAP AND SOLAR EYEPIECE FOR 
TELESCOPES.-F. B. WARNER, New York, 
N. Y.-The invention has reference to improve
ments in combined dust-caps and solar eye
pieces for telescopes, the object being to pro
vide a device of this character that may be 

the blade or knife to its work. 
TRIPI,E-GAGE, BUTT-GAGE, AND 

HOL DER.-P. GYSSLER, Cleveland, Ohio. 
TOOL 

The 

FABRIC-FOLDING MACHINE.-M. ISAACS 
It is the Handle & Spoke Mchy. Ober Mfg. Co., 10 Bell St. and M. PELLAR, New York, N. Y. Challrin Falls, O. usual practice preparatory to cutting handker-

manufactured at small cost. The cap is em- principal object of the invention is to provide 
ployed for protecting the eye-lens from dust a convenient holder with means for holding 
when the telescope is not in use in the usual gages, squares, paring-chisels, scribers, COln
manner, and the cap is to be used on the· passes, keyhole-saws, and the like in a con
telescope when making observations of the venient and simple manner and to provide 

chiefs or garments to place the goods in st������YCli:f';d ��:2
A�r;,';;;a'ri�

n
�,���:�!�h" ��a�n:it several layers on a cutting-table, and as the ter. 

table is considerably long much time is con- Metal Novelty Works Co., manufacturers of all kinds sumed by a person walking back and forth to of light Metal Goods, Dies and Metal Stampings our manually form the layers and to keep the Specialty. '3-47 S. Canal Street, Cbicago. 
sun. means for affording adjustments for certain of 

these parts. It relates to a triple-gage, butt
gage, and tool holder for implements used in 
woodworking and carpentry. 

layers straight or even one upon the otber. Inquiry No. 809!1.-For manufacturers of a ma-The object is to provide a machine of simple cbine for moving sand and sbavings. GOODS-HANDLER.-W. R. CALVERT, Louis
ville, Ky. This invention is an improvement 
in goods-handlers. By means of a lug attached 
to an enlargement at the lower end of a rod, 
the jaws may be opened and the article grasped 
therebetween, after which the lug is released, 
a spring maintaining a firm grip of the jaws 
upon the article. In practice this lug may be 
manipulated by the thumb, while the forefinger 
would engage another lug to prevent rotation 
of the tube with respect to the hand. 

PROPELLER ATTACHMENT FOR BOATS. 
-A. E. HAUCK, New York, N. Y .. Mr. Hauck's 
invention is an improvement in that class of 
propellers which are adapted to be detachably 
connected with boats and suspended in the 
water at the stern. A rectangular metal plat
form or frame is adapted to be placed and 
supported upon the rear or stern portion of a 
boat. A frame carries the pl'Opelling mechan
ism proper and has hinged connection with 
the platform, but provided with means for 
securing it in vertical position as required for 
propulsion. 

TOOL FOR CUTTING AND FITTING 

construction by means of which the several 
layers of fabric may be quickly and evenly 
placed. 

BOILER-TUBES.-P. W. CHAMBERLAIN and E. PLANING-MACHINE.-G. A. ENSIGN, De
G. CHAMBERLAIN, Grey town, Nicaragua. The fiance, Ohio. Mr. Ensign's invention relates to 
invention relates to that class of tools which woodworking machinery, and more particularly 
are used for expanding the ends of boiler- to planing apparatus such as shown and de
tubes into the heads of boilers so as to tightly scribed in the Letters Patent of the United 
and firmly seat them therein. It consists in States formerly granted to him. The object 
means whereby the tool may be so gaged or of the invention is to provide a new and Im
adjusted and be taken out from time to time proved planing-machine for planing fellies cut 
and reinserted, so as to accurately come again from the solid wood and without danger of 
into the same plane of action or any modifi- splitting or roughing the inner and outer peri
cation of the position necessary to correct pheral surfaces. 
errors or enable it to work in any desired 
plane. 

Household Utilities. 

CURTAIN - FIXTURE. - P. F. MCCARTY, 
Washington, D. .C. In the operation of the 
invention a bracket may be engaged by its 
hook with an outwardly-projecting bead of a 
supporting-frame and its tongue be forced into 

Prime Movers and Their Accessories. 

MOTOR.-I. J. PADDOCK, Percival, Iowa. 
The invention comprises an endless chain belt, 
which belt has artlculjlted and folding wings 
arranged within a tapering inclosing casing, 
which casing incloses one portion of the helt 
and its hinged wings and has an inlet at its 
small end for the steam or other fluid under 

W ANTED.-Commission salesman to handle belting 
in the southern �:;tates. Write F. Raniville Co., Leather 
Belt Manufacturers. Grand Rapids, Mich. 

Inquit'v No. S094.-For manufacturers of posi
tive rotary air compressors, delivering from One to five 
pounds pressure. 

The celebrated U Hornsby·Akroyd " Patent Safety Oil 
Engine is built by the De La Vergne Machine Company. 

Foot of East 138th Street, New York. 
Inquiry No. S09a.-For manufacturers of clock 

systems, conSisting of one master clock controlling any 
number of secondary clocks. 

�'ine Litbograpbed Letter Heads, Bill Heads, Enve
lopes and Checks, gives standing. 

Stilwell, 709 Pine St., St. Louis. 
Inquiry No. 8096.-For manufacturers of novel

ties and speCialties suitable for sel11ng to canvassing 
agents. 

Manufacturers of patent articles, dies, metal 
stqmping, screw machine work, hardware specialties. 
machinery tools. and wood fiber products. Quadri,ga 
Manufacturing Company, 18 South Canal St., Chicago. 

Inquiry N 9. 8097.-For mannfacturer of Edi· 
son's patent electric rat trap. 

Automobile experts are in constant demand at high 
salaries. Our seven weeks' course is the m 0 8t thorongh 
and practical, flttlOg men to drive, handle and repair. 
Day and evening classes. Special course for owners. 
New York Scbool of Automobile Engineers, 146 West 
56tb Street, New York. 

F'ILE AND FASTENER.-C, R. SMEAD, st. engagement with any of the notches, the spring pressure, so that �s the pressure of this flu�d 
Paul, Minn. The object of the inventor is to afforded by lateral deflection tending to bind comes upon the wmgs the� open and .bear m 
securely fasten the file-wrapper, avoiding the! the tongue securely in manner as to pre.,ent the travel of the belt agamst the casmg and 
necessity of tapes or elastic bands, permitting I displacement of the bracket without interfer- I by gradually unfolding expose their surfaces to 
full expansion of the file, and at the same ing with its application to and removal trom the pressure of the fluid. fo��g�tr.irt�o

& �m�J:,'illo':,rt �g-;�:��\�Il'�: �:;.fe�
irs 

time permitting the wrapper to be Teadily the qupporting sections, as may be desired. W ANTED.-Tbe partial services' of several men who 
opened and closed. Also, to construct a fas- Railways and Their Accessories. bave facilities for observing,and ability to compreh.,.d 
tening device particularly useful in connection CROSS-TIE CUTTER.-R. S. WRIGHT, Nel- Lbe performance and good features of different auto· 
with a fi Ie of this sort and capable of securely Mach i nes and Mechanical Devices. mobiles. Tbe work will occupy little time, and be 
holding the flaps of the file engaged, at same DRAWING-MACHINE FOR COKE-OVENS.- son, Ark. This invention has reference to im- cbielly in the nature of correspondence. Address 
time permitting the fastening to be readily R. D. MARTIN, Las Esperanzas, Coahuila, Mex- provements in machines for cutting out or Tbomas B. Jeffery & Company, 
manipulated. 
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s:�n:t�::�p DOOR-FASTI�NING.-J. ROONEY, New York, chine of this character by means of which substitute for celluloid. 
N. Y. This invention relates particularly to manipulation of the machine through the small the work may be rapidly done and making up A-HAS YOUR BUSINESS USE FOR A MAN 
improvements in doors for water-tight compart- door of the coke-oven, and to permit discharg- the ties of uniform size. wbo can devise and execute plans for advertising 
ments of marine vessels, although it may be ing the coke from the oven underneath the d I '  I . . . .  tb b i b 
used for other p urposes, such as in cal'ssons machine without interference with the work- JOURNAL-LUBRICATOR.-C. H. TURNER, eye oPJDg

t�a es, mm,m,zmg expense ro
n

g a or
i-

N Y k N Y Tho . t" 1 t t savmg me ods, accounting, finances. credrts and co-
or the like, the object being to provide a novel ing parts of the machine. The invention . ew or , ' . . . IS Illven 1O� re a e.s a lections? Advertiser bas original ideas, tborougbly 
form of locking device to secure the door closed relates to drawing-machines, such as shown Improvements III deVIces for applYlllg lubrIcant, practical experience, seventeen years corporation 
in a water and air-tight condition. and described in the Letters Patent of the to car-wheel journals, the object being to I secretary, tbe last fourteen in prominent company, in 

BOTTLE-CLOSURFJ.-J. PORTER and F. C. United States, formerly granted to Mr. Martin. provide a device of this character that may wbicb be successfully bandIed a million dollar adver-
I be readily placed in a journal-box of the usual ti.ing appropriation and to wbicb be refers Other 

MAYER, Frostburg, Md. By this invention it is: GOVERNOR IT'OR SPRING-MOTORS.-W. B. construction. In operation the lubricant will bigb-class references. G. S, Curtis, 299Mercer St" N. Y. 
sought to provide means for holding the bottle- ' KIRBY, Wellington, Texas. When the motor is be taken up from the lower portion of the Jnquiry No. 8100.-E'or manufacturers of dairy 
closure in the neck of the bottle, at the ends I 

running, motion is tTansmitted to a shaft and journal-box and applied by the rollers to the macbinery for making butter ann cbeese, capacity 10,000 

of which are provided means for detachable. through a pinion and gear-wheel to a spindle, journal. 
liters of milk. 

engagement with the bottle-neck, so the fasten- Ii 
and motion of said spindle to toggle-levers Jn4luh'v No. 'HOl.-For parties installing incuba-

ing devices may be applied to and removed through bevel-pinions, so as to resolve the said tors of different sizes, capaCity 2, 5 and 10,000 chickens. 

tram the neck of the bottle. levers in a direction opposite to that of the Pertainin� to Recreation. dA��u���'�b':,�s8Jf°it·';-�°.ist �a:r���t �?��
a¥��g

d:;f�� 
PROPELLER.-F. C. GORDON, Asotin, Wash. spindle. Motion becoming excessive and levers TOY FISH-TANK.-E. T. SULZER, New York, I 

���i�:: with a capacity for a very large number of 

In the present patent the invention has ref- [ are thrown out by centrifugal force, the brake- N. Y. This amusement apparatus comprises a Inquh'y No. 810:J.-For manufacturers of grind
erence to a propeller in which the blades are shoes will be thrown into engagement with the tank for receiving water and artificial fish to ing mills for preparing Hour, barley, oats, ,"alt, peas, 
reversible, so that the shaft turning continu- collar on the spindle, and the shoes revo�ving move about in the tank. The fish are provided lentils, beans, maize, etc. 
ously In one direction may be made to turn in a direction opposIte to that of the spmdle with pieces of iron, so that they may be Inquiry No. SIO t.-�'or manufacturers of small 
the vessel ahead or astern to exercise no pro- the speed of the motor will be quickly checked. ' magneti�ed for catching them on hooks formed :���li�:f�b��;,

h:t��
Cal spinning machinery for prepar-

pelling action thereon. TENSION DEVICE FOR WARP-BEAMS.- of magnets and for providing for their motion. Inquiry No. SlOil.-For manufacturers of .mall 
DRAFTING INSTRUMENT.-A. A. ALLEN, G. KELLER, New York, N. Y. The object of the The inventor prefers to secure this motion by Ig������j���blf,'.'���l

r:g.i
i�����. 

machinery for prepar 
Ortonville, Minn. The object of the invention ! present invention is to provide a device for means of magnets located adjacent to the tank Inquiry l\' o. 8106.-For parties installing' macbin-
is to provide a new and improved drafting warp-beams or warp-carrying spools arrauged I and mo

. 

ved in the vicinity thereof out of sight. ery on a lar!,e sCRle for preserving fruits and vege-
instrument, more especially designed for the to permit minute and convenient regulation for MERRY-GO-ROUND. - G, B. McKINNEY, ����';,"a�s�'i.bp��ei�������'e:.7.matoes, green pea., peach
use of tinners, plumbers, and other mechanics producing the desired tension on the warp, ac- Barry, Ill. The aim of this invention is to Jnquh'y No. !oI107.-For parties installinp: machinin laying out the blanks for forming elbows, cording to the natu're thereof, and to provide provide novel details o·f construction for a ery for drawing oil from peanuts, 'almonds, olives, etc. 
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